An Integrated Township is a self sustainable township to provide Amenities and Facilities to Residential, Commercial, Recreational, Public etc required by a fully groomed Township. Integrated Townships can be defined as "The Housing schemes that provide affordable housing to various sections of the society in urban areas of the State". Integrated townships are the way to go as they bring together all the elements that customer's demand which is "walk to work' lifestyle, shopping complexes, facilities for leisure and entertainment. The purpose of this study is to give insight into integrated townships, research the development of integrated township project going on in Mahalunge -Man area and suggest ways to improve it by analyzing its pros and cons by comparing it to Other City.
INTRODUCTION
Integrated townships are an important segment and certainly a good business proposition. They are the way to go because they bring together all the elements that customer's demand which is "walk to work' lifestyle, shopping complexes, facilities for leisure and entertainment. As the cities are expanding and traffic congestion becoming a common hindrance, integrated townships promise a congestion-free living environment within them and help in decongesting the city. They offer standard of living and ambience, which are much ahead of the times.
The rapid rate of urbanization and its attendant socio-economic and spatial consequences have been of tremendous concern especially to all professionals in human settlements and to policy makers and analysts. The precise demographic definition of urbanization is the increasing share of a nation"s population living in urban areas. Maharashtra is one of the most urbanized states in India , whereas nationally 39 percent of the population was in living in urban area as per Census2011 , the urban areas in Maharashtra , the figure was 52 percent a census 2021. in view of the rapid urbanization process the growing population in the urban areas of Maharashtra and Mumbai in particular , Govt. has decided to give importance in providing the connectivity and better means of communication to the new townships.
When the comprehensive planning of the land uses is designated and densities distributed, thus the carrying capacity of a land in a city is measured. Development is generally accepted to be a process that attempts to improve the living conditions of peopleMost urbanization is the result of net rural to urban migration. Due to high rate of migration from villages to Pune city, there is a problem of high population growth rate, worst traffic situation, problem of drinking water etc. which hamper the life style of Pune citizens. This paper is mostly focus on Mhalunge Man Project which is very near to Baner area and adjoins to Hinjewadi area. This area is underdeveloped now, but government of Maharashtra already make a provision of more than 100 crores to develop this area. So here we try to find out different parameters which is essential for development of this township through literature survey, questioner survey etc.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
As per Rupali Zope, the author who focus on planning strategies for pune says that, due to the rapid rate of population and urbanisation increase in India it"s requires social and physical infrastructure to fulfil the growing demand from the people on space. The fast growing metropolitan cities in India have taking a major share of urban population, but at the same time such city is not ready or to say not prepared to sustain pressure of large population regarding demand of water, space etc. Due to uneven pattern of urbanisation and insufficient fund availability for infrastructure has led to serious deficiencies in urban infrastructure and services like housing, transport, water supply, sanitation and social infrastructure especially in metropolitan city. AS per author provision of potable water supply, solid waste management, sanitation, mass transportation system should be the priorities for the planning agencies for complete balanced development of Pune city. 
As per Government of Maharashtra and
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Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information on targeted variables in an established systematic fashion, which then enables one to answer relevant questions and evaluate outcomes., By taking personal interview, data collected according to questionnaire and rating is given to each factor. Rating is done according to importance of each project success factor by means of scoring from 1 to 5. Five point Likert scale used to rate the factors on five-point scale, in which "1" represented very poor and "5" represented very good. The questionnaire includes total main 5 factors and other sub factors. In this survey we just not asking the availability of infrastructure but also condition of services, so that we can propose this thing to new township. Copyright ⓒ 2019 Authors
CONCLUSION
As per the above we conclude that, An Integrated Township is a self sustainable township to provide Amenities and Facilities to Residential, Commercial, Recreational, Public etc required by a fully groomed Township. The township development is start from Typical pattern of township like a scheme of apartments, then efficient township which having basic infrastructure and amenities while in Integrated township include together all the elements that customer's demand which is "walk to work' lifestyle, shopping complexes, facilities for leisure and entertainment with work station. Basically A minimum area of 100 acres is required for township planning, water supply available 24*7; a reliable power infrastructure must available for township. The questionnaire is design for this project to collect data from personal interviews which includes total main 5 factors like Location of Township, Amenities and Other facility available in Township, Infrastructure Facilities available within Township, Environmental sustainable development in Township, Safety and technology used in Township. This is a review paper so directly we include an Analysis Sheet for collected data which gives clear idea regarding facility we required for integrated township.
